
1102-258 Lisgar St.,
Ottawa. K2P 0C9

Ms Diane Fecteau,
CHRC,
Box 2052, Stn D,
Ottawa.

28 July 1986

Dear Ms Fecteau,

In the case of my complaint against Agriculture ~da, the
relevant service is their enforcement of the Pestic1.de Control Act.,{~.,
It states, in Section 3 Paragraph 2, that

"No person shall. .• label. .. any control product in a manner
that is••• likely to create an erroneous impression regarding
its•.. safety."

It is only by turning a blind eye to the the danger faced by the
environmentally sensitive that one can fail to include a warning of
the safety risks for them from incidental exposures to chanical
pesticides. Failing to warn of the safety risks for people with
this disability creates the erroneous impression that the only
safety concerns are those already on the label, that there is no
reason to suspect anyone would be seriously affected by an 
incidental exposure. However, this is exactly what could be
expected in anyone with the disability known as environmental
hypersensitivity, so failure to warn of dangers affecting this group
is an enforcement of the act which discriminates against us. Our
real needs as a disabled group are not reasonably accoomxlated, as
they would be if a label warning of the real dangers to us were
reqUired.

The service is the enforcement of the Pest Control Act. Their
discrimination is in their failure to make sure labelling is not
creating an erroneous impression that is unsafe specifically for
this one disabled group. Current labels required create the
missimpression that n()-{)ne will be seriously affected by a light
exposure.

It is also disciminatory, I think, that Agriculture Canada has
failed to provide us with reasonable accomodation of our safety
need by correcting this discriminatory enforcement of the act, by
requi,ing the requested label.

Please call to discuss this with me if it I S not clear.

Thanks,,
/

. \'
---~.
Chris Brown
(613) 237 0928




